You will try to understand that these creatures are not 'women* but
Woman. Woman aggrandized, Institutionalized. Demoralized? No. Only
Professionalized on a plane that here seems to carry a premium in place,
grace, and preferment. Here is compelling power made artistic and de-
liberately cultured. Not yet awakened to *moraT discrimination, so not
sinful. Was there pride, think you, in doing surpassingly well this
pleasuring of men? Was there conscientious sense of the yalue of the
office—and a real ambition to deserve well of the luxury and opportunity
to shine resplendent as the object of mam's desire?
Well, judging from the poetic inscriptions on the prints of that period
that advertise and celebrate the Oiran—Yes.
The social power or some natural power at this stage of Japan's culture
had placed this premium of 'woman? upon these professional women. In all
extravagance. If exuberance is beauty, here it was again. Artists like
Utamaro lived and designed that popular series of prints wherein woman
was made symbol of almost everything. And it was here in the Yoshiwara
that the next artist enjoyed and criticized and was enjoyed and criticized.
Here in the Yoshiwara of Yedo the literati of the times came to remember
to forget. Here the Samurai in black masks came seeking release. And
romance in the intoxication of a freedom they could never otherwise know
made them lay their swords aside.
The social graces and such fine arts of music, poetry, dancing as Japan
knew were the running accompaniment to the conviviality, here on no
bestial plane. The 'moral* element that could make it bestial was lacking. As
it was with the Philosopher and the Hetaira in Rome and in Athens itself,
so probably it was here in Yedo except that here it was an aesthetic rite.
Then all this knew nothing of its own degradation?
If we look at it similarly we may see the beauty it had. If we bring to it
eyes confirmed in assumption of the 'unclean*, then will we see only that.
But in the artist's celebration of this life as we find it illustrated in the
now antique Yedo daily journal, the prints of the uMyoye, we see proof
not of vice but of innocence.
As the prints show it to us we see that love of life and beauty was a
poetic theme running like a thread of fine silk through all that Yoshiwara
life of the Yedo courtesan. There was raw but elemental romance in it.
It could not be so now in the degradation that remains of the institution
as it exists in Japan and as it has always been in the West, and it is not.
It would be money now and therefore no romance at all except the
fortuitous romance of luck.
We find it all so recorded in the most exquisite piece of illustrated
magazine rnalnng in this world—a graphic journalistic report by Shunsho
Shigemasa called 'Beauties of the Little Green Houses', showing, as it
does, the elegance of these lives ofjilles dejoie of old Japan a century or
more ago.
So, while the conception of the great hotel grew, and when later the
building itself began to rise, Yedo was a presence always in which to
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